
N Scale Brewery
Thanks for purchasing one of my kits, 
This kit requires glue, coloured felt pen & Scissors.

Firstly find the 2 brick fronts and the 2 plain card window frames, put the

plain card behind the brick to make sure it lines up then with a coloured

felt pen colour around the windows as shown left.

Then glue in place.

Then glue the windows in place, again place them first to make sure they

are the right way round before gluing,

Whilst that's drying glue the 2 pain oblong pieces of card to the bottom

of the plain gables make sure they are centre and flush with the bottom. 

Now glue 2 oblong pieces of plain card roughly in the middle of each wall

as shown left, make sure flush with bottom, these form the supports for the

floor.. 

As with all card kits please keep your hands
clean at all times and a gel glue is recommended .
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N Scale Brewery
Thanks for purchasing one of my kits, 
This kit requires glue & Scissors.

On the walls fold the gables then glue to the plain gables so the floor support 

is on the inside as shown left.

Then glue the other wall as shown left.

Do the same to the other end to form the building.

Run a line of glue on top of the 4 floor supports and then push the floor

in place as shown left. 

Now glue the last 2 plain oblongs together and glue underneath to form

support it might be a loose fit and not really necessary. 

As with all card kits please keep your hands
clean at all times and a gel glue is recommended .
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N Scale Brewery

Cut the 2 doors out and glue in place as shown left, again do both..

Then glue the windows, doors & Shutter door in place.

Now the Windows put in place first before fixing.

using the 2 smaller plain oblongs fix one to the gable making sure it's  in the

middle and flush with the bottom and fix one over the door to form floor

supports.

Run a line of glue on top the 2 supports and push the plain floor in to place

as shown left. 
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These steps are the same as bag 1

It's easier to do both at the same time.

Fold the walls and glue to the gable to form the building as shown left. 



N Scale Brewery
From Bag 1 find the 4 shorter gables, glue

2 together to make double thickness and

glue in the middle as shown left, the use the

other 2 and glue one each end.

Then glue the brick gables to cover up the white ends as shown left.

Then glue the 2 extension buildings to the main building as shown left,

PLEASE NOTE: if your using a quick setting glue fix the main roof first then

the 2 extensions.

Now glue the main roof in place trying to make sure the overhang is the same

both ends.

Then the smaller roofs. 

Now Colour the 4 fascia boards.

Don't glue the boards glue under the roof

then place the boards in place. 
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